
G1 IF GG10 = ANY STATE BUT NY OR NC, THEN DISPLAY: [CRITICAL ILLNESS] IF GG10 = NY, THEN DISPLAY: [SPECIFIED DISEASE] IF GG10 = 
NC, THEN DISPLAY: [CANCER AND SPECIFIED DISEASES] BHS_PUBLICATION DATE: DATE CREATED IN MM/DD/YYYY FORMAT IF VA37 
= YES, THEN DISPLAY: [CI12] PAGE 1 OF 2 [FIT ALL FOOTER TEXT FROM G1 TO PAGE # ON ONE LINE IF POSSIBLE; IF CLASS NAME 
IS TOO LONG BUMP PAGE NUMBER DOWN ONE LINE TO BOTTOM RIGHT CORNER]
IF GG10 = AZ OR GG10 = IL OR GG10 = WA, THEN DISPLAY: [FORM PA-10153 CI (2017)]

COVERAGE INFORMATION 
If C1 ≠ Core/Buy-Up and CI19 = No, then display: [Benefit amounts for covered illnesses are based on the coverage amount in effect for
you at the time of diagnosis.]

If C1 ≠ Core/Buy-Up and CI19 = Yes, then display: [Benefit amounts for covered illnesses are based on the coverage amount in effect for 
you or an insured dependent at the time of diagnosis.]

If C1 = Core/Buy-Up and CI19 = No, then display: [Your employer will automatically enroll you for coverage under the Core Plan (if
eligible). You also have the option to elect additional coverage under the Buy-Up Plan. This choice allows you the flexibility to enroll for the 
coverage that best meets your current financial protection needs. Benefit amounts for covered illnesses are based on the coverage amount 
in effect for you at the time of diagnosis.]

If C1 = Core/Buy-Up and CI19 = Yes, then display: [Your employer will automatically enroll you for coverage under the Core Plan (if 

choice allows you the flexibility to enroll for the coverage that best meets your current financial protection needs. Benefit amounts for 
covered illnesses are based on the coverage amount in effect for you or an insured dependent at the time of diagnosis.]

BENEFITS & FEATURES

COVERAGE AMOUNTS

GG3 Coverage Amount 

Display coverage amounts 
checked between CI22 and CI31 
Single amount format: 
$X,XXX 
Two amounts format: 
$X,XXX or $X,XXX 
More than two amounts format: 
$X,XXX; $X,XXX; or $X,XXX

If CI19 = Yes, then display row Spouse Coverage Amount 50% of your coverage amount 

665% of American cancer 
survivors did not have 

sufficient income to cover 
oout--of-pocket expenses for 
cancer treatment and other 

incurred debts related to 
the illness.1 

once per year
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LIMITATIONS & EXCLUSIONS 




